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Many areas of science develop by discoveringmechanismsand role functions. Cummins' (1975) analysis of role functions-according to which an item's role function is
a capacity of that item that appearsin an analyticexplanationof the capacityof some
containing system-captures one important sense of "function"in the biological sciences and elsewhere.Here I synthesizeCummins'account with recentwork on mechanisms and causal/mechanicalexplanation. The synthesis produces an analysis of
specificallymechanisticrole functions, one that uses the characteristicactive, spatial,
temporal, and hierarchicalorganizationof mechanismsto add precision and content
to Cummins'original suggestion.This synthesis also shows why the discoveryof role
functions is a scientificachievement.Discoveringa role function (i) contributesto the
interlevelintegrationof multilevelmechanisms,and (ii) provides a unique, contextual
variety of causal/mechanicalexplanation.
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1. Introduction.Many areas of science(and especiallythe biologicalsciences)developby discoveringmechanismsand the role functionsof their
components.Promisesof understandingthe mechanismsof, for example,
development,disease,andcognitionarecoupledwithclaimsto havefound
the roles of variousgenes,cell types,and brainregions.Yet philosophers
have said surprisinglylittle abouthow one discoversan item'srole, about
why sucha discoveryis a majorscientificachievement,or abouthow these
mechanisticand functionaldescriptionsare related.
Most of what has been said about role functionsin the philosophyof
sciencehas been said by Cummins(1975, 1983),whose position is often
repeatedand rarelyrevised.Cummins'accounthighlightsthe conceptual
of role functionsand what he calls an "analyticexplaninterdependence
atory strategy"of understandingthe capacitiesof systemsby analyzing
theminto the capacitiesof theircomponents.HereI explorethe possibilitiesandconsequencesof synthesizingCummins'accountof rolefunctions
with recentwork on the natureof mechanismsand causal/mechanical
explanation.The synthesisyieldsa moredetailedanalysisof properlymechanisticrolefunctionsand of the empiricalcriteriaby whichmechanisticrole
ascriptionsare evaluated.This synthesisalso showswhy the discoveryof
a mechanisticrole is a majorscientificachievement.It is an achievement,
first, becausediscoveringan item's mechanisticrole is one way of integratingit into a multilevelmechanismand, second, becauseintegration
into a higher-levelmechanismconstitutesa unique,contextualvarietyof
causal/mechanical
explanation.
The argumentativestructureof the paperis as follows. In Section2, I
reviewCummins'(1975)"analyticaccount"of rolefunctions,emphasizing
as he did the connectionbetweenfunctionalascriptionand analyticexplanation.In Section3, I discussthe characterof mechanismsand, most
importantly,their active, spatial,and temporalorganization.I then use
theseaspectsof mechanisticorganizationto specify-more preciselythan
Cumminscould-what one assertsof an itemin ascribingit a mechanistic
role function.This understandingof the content of mechanisticrole ascriptionshighlightsthe diversekinds of evidenceby which mechanistic
role ascriptionsare evaluated.In Section4, I distinguishcontextual,isolated, and constitutivedescriptionsof an item's activityin a multilevel
mechanism.It is by elaboratingand aligningthese differentkinds of description,I suggest,that the levelsin multilevelhierarchiesare integrated
together.In Section5, I introducethe possibilityof contextualmechanistic
explanationas a uniquevarietyof causal/mechanical
explanation,and I
respondto some criticismsof this suggestion.
2. Cumminson AnalyticExplanationandRoleFunctions.Cummins'(1975)
analysis of function-ascribingstatementsis now the canonicalaccount
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of role functions. Cummins'"regimentedreconstruction"of functionascribingstatementsis as follows:
X functionsas a 4)in S (or the functionof X in S is to >)relativeto
an analyticaccountA of S's capacityto Wjust in case X is capableof
4<-ingin S and A appropriatelyand adequatelyaccounts for S's
capacityto v by, in part, appealingto the capacityof X to 4)in S.
(1975, 190)
Here,S is a systemwith the capacityto W,and X is a componentof S that
has the capacityto 4<.Cumminsdoes not explicatethe relationshipbetween S and X, but we can assumethat Xs are intendedas at least mereologicalparts of Ss. (Rescher1955)The relationshipbetweenS's i-ing
and the 4)-ingof Xs (diagrammedin Figure l(a)) has traditionallybeen
illustratedwith the exampleof the heart and the circulatorysystem(diagrammedin Figure l(b)).
So followingtradition':The heart(X) functionsas a blood pump(4>)
in the circulatorysystem (S) relativeto an analytic account (A) of the
circulatorysystem's(S's) capacityto deliveroxygenand caloriesto body
tissues(v) just in case the heart(X) is capableof pumpingblood (+-ing)
in the circulatorysystem(S), and the analyticaccount(A) appropriately
and adequatelyaccountsfor the ability of the circulatorysystem (S) to
deliveroxygen and caloriesto body tissues (v) in part by appeal to the
capacityof the heart(X) to pumpblood (4))withinthe circulatorysystem
(S). The clarityof Cummins'regimentedreconstructionturnson the clarrelationship,
ity of his understandingof systems,of the system/component
and of analyticexplanations.
Analyticaccounts(A) are explanations.They explainby analyzingthe
capacitiesof systemsinto the capacitiesof theircomponentparts.System
S's capacityto \y is explainedby analyzingS into the parts {X,, X2,...,
Xm} and capacities {b+1,+2, . ., 4>n} relevant to S's capacity to W.Analytic
explanationsexplain by showing the v-ing of S to be "reducedto the
programmedexerciseof the analyzingsubcapacities."By "programmed"
Cumminsmeans,"organizedin a way thatcouldbe specifiedin a program
(or flow diagram)."(1983, 100) So the circulatorysystem's(S's) capacity
to delivergoods to body tissues(W)is explainedby decomposingit into
its parts (e.g., hearts (X,), arteries (X2), kidneys (X3), and valves (X4))
and capacities (e.g., to pump (4)), to convey (4)), to filter (43), and
1. The centralfindingsof the presentessay were originallydevelopedin the context of
an example from contemporaryneuroscience(specifically,the LTP-Learninghypothesis). The example of the circulatorysystem is far more familiar and less confusing.
This simplifiedanalysis of a familiarcase can nonetheless be applied to more complicated cases, like the role functions of genes, pathogens, and brain regions.
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abstractlyin
Figure1. RelationbetweensystemS's x-ing and the 4>-ingof Xs, represented
(a) and appliedin the case of the circulatorysystemin (b).

to regulatethe directionof blood flow (>4)) and linking those parts togetherin the programmedy-ing of the circulatorysystem.
Cumminsemphasizesthat not all analyticexplanationsareinteresting.
An analyticaccount of S's x-ing is explanatorilyinterestingonly to the
extentthat:
(C1) The analyzing capacities {1>, >,

...

, n} are "less sophisti-

cated"than the analyzedcapacity(v);
(C2) The analyzing capacities {4), 2,. ., 4)n}are "different in type"

from the analyzedcapacity(W);and
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(C3) The analyzing components {XI, X2,... , Xm} and {i1, 42, ? ? ?,
4n)} exhibit a complex organization such that together they v
(see 1975, 191).
The analytic explanation of the circulatory system's working arguably
satisfies these criteria, although Cummins does not show that this is so or
say what it means for two items to be "different in type" or "less sophisticated." The parts are (perhaps simply by virtue of being parts) less sophisticated and different in type than the whole system; and the activities
of hearts, arteries, kidneys, and valves have to be organized properly if
each is to play its role. So an analytic account of the circulatory system
would arguably be explanatorily interesting. But what does it mean to
be "different in type," "less sophisticated," and "organized" in this context?
Here one begins to sense that Cummins hasn't said enough about systems, about analytic accounts, or about how components in analytic accounts are "organized" to distinguish interesting from uninteresting analytic explanations or to distinguish cases that warrant the ascription of
role functions from those that do not. Criteria C1-C3 do point to important symptoms of interesting analytic explanations, but they do not in any
way characterize what makes those explanations interesting. And without
such detail about the character of causal/mechanical explanations, one is
left with an underspecified notion of a role function. By filling in these
abstract placeholders in Cummins' account one can produce a richer and
more precise image of properly mechanistic role functions. The characteristic active, spatial, temporal, and hierarchical organization of mechanisms can be used to specify-more precisely than Cummins has-what
is asserted by an analytic account, and hence by the ascription of a mechanistic role.

3. Mechanisms and Their Organization. There are many different kinds of
systems (e.g., formal systems, procedural systems, and representational
systems), and Cummins does not specify which he intends. In this section,
I suggest that one restrict the idea of a "system" in Cummins' analysis to
mechanisms (described in Section 3.1). I then use the characteristic active,
spatial, and temporal organization of mechanisms (described in Section
3.2) to add necessary precision to the idea of a mechanistic role function
and, further, to make sense of the empirical criteria by which mechanistic
role ascriptions are evaluated (discussed in Section 3.3). There may be
other interesting kinds of organization than mechanistic organization, but
the content of a functional attribution will only be as precise and meaningfully specified as is the accompanying notion of "organization."
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3.1 Mechanisms. Mechanisms are collections of entities and activities
organized in the production of regular changes from start or set up conditions to finish or termination conditions (Machamer, Darden, Craver
2000; cf. Glennan 1996, 52; cf. Bechtel and Richardson 1993, 17). The
entities in mechanisms can be taken to correspond to Cummins' {X1, X2,
... , Xm}; they are the physical parts of the mechanism (e.g., the hearts,
kidneys, and veins). Activities are the things that these entities do, either
by themselves or in concert with other entities. The activities in mechanisms can be represented as the {(2, 2, ...,
,)} in Cummins' account.2
3.2 Mechanistic Organization.Descriptions of mechanisms characterize
how entities (Xs) and activities (b4s)are organized to do something (W).
Cummins' account of analytic explanations appeals, without explication,
to the "organized" or "programmatic" exercise of capacities. And criterion C3 explicitly uses "organization" to distinguish interesting from uninteresting analytic explanations. What is the characteristic organization
of mechanisms?
It is perhaps too often claimed that the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts. However, Wimsatt (1986, 1997) has revitalized this cliche by
focusing on conditions under which the whole is nothing but the sum of
its parts-conditions of mere aggregativity. (For a related treatment, see
Haugeland's 1998 discussion of morphological and systematic explanation
in Ch. 1 and of decomposition in Ch. 9).3 Suppose that a property yv of
the whole S is a function of the properties {4(, 42, . .., ,(} of the parts
{XI, X2, ... , Xm}.4 Then a Wproperty of S is an aggregate of the )
properties of Xs when:
2. Calling them "activities"ratherthan "capacities"(as is Cummins'preference)emphasizes the way that mechanismswork as opposed to the way that a set of parts has
the capacity to work or is disposed to work. This shift of gestalt is recommendedand
defendedby Machamer,Darden, and Craver(2000). (See Footnote 4 below for a discussion of my shifting ontology for ?ysand 4s).
3. Thanks to Cumminsand Poirier(personalcommunication)for remindingme of the
discussionin Haugeland 1998, Ch. 1.
4. I use the terms "capacity,""activity," "property,"and "event" to characterize4
and v in differentparts of this essay. This is mostly an effort to stresspoints of contact
across these terminologicaldifferences.The following remarkswill perhaps assuage
worries that I am ignoring important differences.I use "capacity"when explicating
Cummins. I prefer talk of activities, and I take the notion of a "capacity"to be a
substantivalistway of expressingthe fact that there are certain propertiesof entities
which allow them to engage in activities (see Footnote 2). I use the term "event" to
describe4 and Win Section 5 in an effort to highlightconnectionswith Salmon's(1984)
image of causal/mechanicalexplanation;all activitiesare events, but not all events are
activities. In the present section, I use the term "property,"like "event,"to stand for
eitherthe havingof a propertyat a particulartime in a particularplaceor the occurrence
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(W1) xvis invariant under the rearrangementand intersubstitutionof
Xs;

(W2)Wremainsqualitativelysimilar(if quantitative,differingonly in
value)with the additionor subtractionof Xs;
(W3) \v remains invariant under the disaggregation and reaggregation

of Xs; and
(W4)There are no cooperativeor inhibitoryinteractionsamong Xs
that are relevantto W.
Wimsatt'scriteria(W1-W4) gesture at the sense of "organization"reof mechanismsand
quiredfor explicatingthe conceptualinterdependence
mechanisticrole functions,for getting beyond the symptomaticcriteria
expressedin Cummins'C1-C3, and so for developinga mechanisticaccount of role functions.
Comparethe circulatorysystem (S,) to a neat glass of gin (S2)and,
likewise,hearts,kidneys,and arteries(the Xs in S1)to unit volumesof gin
(the Xs in S2).The circulatorysystem(S,) deliversgoods to tissues(VW),
and the glass of gin (S2) has a certain volume

(W2).

The parts (Xs) of the

circulatorysystem, such as the heart and kidney,cannot be intersubstituted for one another(W1). Kidneysdo not pump blood and heartsdo
not filterit. Changingeven the spatialrelationsamongthe componentsof
the circulatorysystemwould (at least in many cases) completelydisrupt
the behaviorof the whole system(W2).In fact, onlyjudiciousremovalof
parts from (or additionof parts to) the circulatorysystemis compatible
with its continuedworkingas a whole (W3). Finally,thereare excitatory
and inhibitoryinteractionsbetweenthe componentsof the circulatorysystem (W4), and this is exactlywhy you cannot tinkerwith the entitiesand
activitiesof the circulatorysystemtoo capriciouslywithout breakingit.
The volumeof gin, in contrast,staysthe samevolumeof gin any way you
stirit. The total volumeonly increasesand decreasesas you pourand sip,
and unit volumesdo not worktogetherin any interestingsenseto produce
a total volume(even if they sometimesseemto).
Each of Wimsatt'scriteria(W1-W4) points to the absenceof cooperative activity among the parts in mere aggregates.The componentsof
mechanisms, in contrast to those of mere aggregates, have an active organization; they act and interact with one another in such a way that the

W-ingof S is more thanjust the sum of 4 properties.In fact, the ( properties of mechanismsare not really mere propertiesat all; they are the
activitiesof and among the entitiesin the mechanism.Typically,mechanismsarecomposedof differentkindsof entities(likehearts,kidneys,and
of some sort of temporallyextended happeningor change. The v propertiesof mere
aggregatesare often, but not always, events in the first sense, while the v propertiesof
organizedmechanismsare typically,but not exclusively,events in the second sense.
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valves) engagingin differentkinds of activities(like pumping,filtering,
anddirecting)andactingin cooperationor competitionwithspecificother
entitiesin the mechanism(W4).It matterswhichXs 4)with whichothers,
and it matterswhere,when, how much, and how often. This is why the
partsof mechanismsoften cannot be reorganizedrandomly(W1), added
or subtractedat will (W2), or taken apart and put back togetheragain
As Wimsattnotes, it is often
(W3) withoutdisturbingtheir abilityto %V.
by doing theseunhealthythingsto a mechanismthat scientistsareable to
tease apart the relevantfeaturesof its organization.Not coincidentally,
these are also the kinds of experimentsdone to discoverand specifyan
item'smechanisticrole.
The activeorganizationof mechanismsis sustainedby theircharacteristic spatialand temporalorganization.The same entitiesand activities,
strungtogetherin differentspatialand temporalrelationsto one another,
can yield very differentmechanisms.One understandsa mechanismby
discoveringits componententitiesandactivities,andby learninghow their
activitiesare spatially and temporallyorganized(Craverand Darden,
forthcoming);aspectsof this organizationare also among the evidential
criteriafor evaluatingascriptionsof mechanisticrole functions.
Startingwith the spatial organizationof mechanisms,the entities in
mechanismsoften have crucialsizes, shapes,orientations,and locations
that allow them to engage in certainactivities(and hence certainroles)
and not in others.The heart'ssize is appropriatelyrelatedto that of the
vena cava and that of the aorta such that it deliversblood in regular
volumesto distal regionsof the body withina specificrangeof rate and
pressure.It has a shapethat allowsit to act as a bellows,its auriclesand
ventriclesalternatelyreceivingand expellingblood. The heartis situated
betweenthevenacavaandthepulmonaryartery(on one side)andbetween
the pulmonaryvein and the aorta (on the other).Part of understanding
the organizationof thismechanism,as Harvey([1628]1963)exhibitsin the
diverseobservationsand experimentsof his Movementof the Heart and
Blood in Animals: An Anatomical Essay, is understanding the spatial ar-

rangementof its componentparts. The other part of understandinga
mechanism'sorganization,also featuredin Harvey'streatment,is understandinghow the activitiesof these componententities are temporally
organized.
The activitiesof mechanismsexhibita temporalorganizationin the activity\v of the mechanismas a whole S. The order,rate, and durationof
successivecomponentactivities(ks) is crucialfor S's x-ing. Bloodentering
the heartthroughthe vena cava is then pumpedthroughthe pulmonary
arteryto the capillariesof the lungs, whereoxygen and carbon dioxide
are exchanged.Blood returnsto the heartvia the pulmonaryvein before
being shippedoff to the rest of the body. Thereis a sequenceof stages
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here from beginning to end, and it would not be possible to change their
order without gumming up the works (or making it a different mechanism
entirely). The different stages also have characteristic rates and durations
that are crucial to the working of the mechanism (as the diagnostic value
of heart rate and blood pressure attests). Timing is everything for most
mechanisms, and learning a mechanism's timing provides important clues
to how it works and to how it does not work.
Understanding how a mechanism works is just understanding how one
activity leads to the next through the spatial layout of the components
and through their participation in a stereotyped temporal pattern of activities from beginning to end. This is what it means to say that a mechanism is "organized" or, as Cummins sometimes says, "programmed";it
means that the components have active, spatial, and temporal relations to
one another such that together they x. An analytic account for a mechanism is not just a list of entities and activities; it is a description of a
mechanism. And that description involves, in addition to a list of entities
and activities, a description of how they are organized together actively,
spatially, and temporally in S's V-ing. Specifying the mechanistic role of
some component X, accordingly, involves describing how X is organized
with the other entities in S such that it contributes to S's V-ing.
3.3 Implications: Mechanistic Role Functions. Attributions of mechanistic role functions describe an item in terms of the properties or activities
by virtue of which it contributes to the working of a containing mechanism, and in terms of the mechanistic organization by which it makes that
contribution.
This insight about the connection between role ascriptions and mechanistic organization is lost if one abstracts role functions away from the
details of how functions are instantiated in mechanisms. Cummins skirts
this difficulty when he allows that analytic accounts may be specified by
a "flow diagram," and so specified "independent of whatever theory is
relevant to describing the details of the realization." (1983, 100) In one
version, Cummins (1983) goes so far as to drop explicit reference to the
parts {XI, X2,..., Xm} in analytic accounts, and speaks only of the analysis of one capacity into the programmed exercise of sub capacities {<,
2, . . . ,

tn}'

But ascriptions of mechanistic role functions are detailed and precise
to the extent that they can be explicated in terms of specific details of how
an item fits into the active, spatial, and temporal organization of a mechanism that we seek to understand. Flow diagrams (or "box-and-arrow"
diagrams) are often useful in this service but they are also often so sketchy
that it is impossible to say (at least on the basis of the terse descriptions
suspended over the arrows or crammed into the boxes) just how these
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roles might be filled in that mechanism. Imprecise and abstract role descriptions are often used in discovery as rough-draft stand-ins for more
detailed accounts of how an item fits into this mechanistic organization.
But the meaningfulness and precision of an item's role ascription should
be evaluated with reference to the precision with which one can detail the
organization of the system containing the item. It is by detailing how an
item fits into the spatial, temporal, and active organization of a mechanism
(showing exactly how it contributes to S's W-ing) that one specifies its
mechanistic role. There may be other kinds of role functions that are not
mechanistic role functions, but the point remains that spelling out those
alternatives will require an analysis of the intended sense of organization
in a manner comparable to that being explored here.
The importance of mechanistic organization in the analysis of mechanistic role functions is reflected in the kinds of evidence by which mechanistic role functions are attributed and evaluated. The active, spatial, and
temporal varieties of mechanistic organization are often used to determine
whether or not an item can play a given role. The item has to be in the
right place at the right time, it cannot be spatially isolated from other
components, and it has to have the right size, shape, orientation (and other
relevant properties) to interact with the other components of the mechanism. An activity that happens at the wrong time, that takes too long, or
that unfolds too slowly for a given role cannot fill that role. Role attributions are also tested by adding and removing parts, by moving parts
around, and by substituting them one for the other, as suggested by Wimsatt's criteria (W1-W4).
The analysis of mechanistic role functions produced by melding Cummins' account with work on the organization of mechanisms clarifies what
is involved in characterizing an item's role in a mechanism and clarifies
what would count as a complete description of an item's mechanistic role.
This more precise analysis of mechanistic role functions also helps to show
why the discovery of an item's role is a major scientific achievement. The
first reason (discussed in Section 4) is that describing an item's role is one
way to integrate that item into a multilevel hierarchy of mechanisms. The
second (discussed in Section 5) is that role ascriptions provide a contextual
variety of causal/mechanical explanation.
4. Interlevel Integration: Contextual, Isolated, and Constitutive Perspectives. Many of the theories in the contemporary biological sciences (and
elsewhere) have the mechanistic organizational structure that I've been
explicating, and most that do also exhibit a hierarchicalmechanistic organization. That is, they describe nested networks of mechanisms within
mechanisms, in which higher-level activities (ys) of mechanisms (Ss) are
instantiated by the organized activities (4(s) of lower-level components
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(Xs), and theseare, in turn,instantiatedby the activities(as) of stilllower
level components(Ps). The relationshipbetweenlowerand highermechanistic levels is a mereologicalpart/wholerelationshipwith the additional
restrictionthat the lower-levelparts are componentsof (and henceorganized within) the higher-levelmechanism.Lower-levelentities (e.g., the
Xs) areproperpartsof higher-levelentities(S), and so the Xs areno larger
than, typicallysmallerthan, and alwayswithinthe spatialboundariesof
S. The activitiesof the lower-levelpartsare steps or stagesin the higherlevel activities.Exactlyhow many levelsthereare and how they are to be
individuatedare empiricalquestionsthat are often answereddifferently
for differentphenomena.
Thecirculatorysystemhas a hierarchicalmechanisticorganization.The
activitiesWof the circulatorysystem S are instantiatedby the heart's
pumpingof blood, the kidney'sfiltrationof the blood, and the venous
valves' regulationof the directionof blood flow (the 4-ing of the component Xs). And these componentactivitiescan themselvesbe described
in terms of their underlyingmechanisms.The heart's pumpingcan be
explainedby referenceto the contractions(a) of componentheartmuscles
(Ps), andthe kidney'sfiltrationcan be explainedby the organizedactivities
of its componentglomeruli,tubules,pores, and ionic gradients.This descriptioncould potentiallycontinueon to the activitiesof entitiesappearing in still lower-leveldescriptionsof mechanisms.
One goal in describinghierarchicallyorganizedmechanismsis to integrate these differentlevels together into a descriptionof one coherent
mechanism.This interlevelintegrationof mechanistichierarchiesinvolves
elaboratingand aligningcontextual(+ 1 level),isolated(0 level),andconstitutive(-1 level) descriptionsof the <>-ingof some X. Each of these
descriptionsdescribesX and its 4-ing from a differentperspectivein a
multilevelmechanism.5
A contextualdescriptionof someX's <-ing characterizesits mechanistic
role;it describesX (and its 4-ing) in termsof its contributionto a higher
(+ 1) level mechanism.The descriptionincludesreferencenot just to X
(and its 4-ing) but also to X's place in the organizationof S's w-ing.
The amountof contextincludedin contextualdescriptionsvariesconsiderablyfrom case to case. Considerfour ways of describingthe heart's
mechanisticrole in the circulatorysystem.The heart:
i. distributesoxygenand caloriesto the body;
ii. pumpsblood throughthe circulatorysystem;

5. The connection betweenlevels and functionswas firstsuggestedto me by Machamer
1977.
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iii. expels blood; and

iv. contracts.
Descriptions(i-iii) are contextualin varyingdegrees;they each describe
things that the heart could not do by itself without being organizedtogetherwith otherentitiesand/oractivities.The heartcannot expel blood
(iii) withoutblood, and the expulsionof blood will only circulateit (ii) if
the veins and arteriesare appropriatelyorganized.Even then, the heart
cannot distributeoxygen and calories(i) in the absenceof oxygen and
calories.A descriptionof the X's mechanisticrole functionis contextual
to the extent that it makes explicitreferenceto objectsother than (and
outsideof) X itself.
Referenceto objectsbeyondthe boundariesof the heart,notice,is not
requiredin describingthe heart'scontraction(iv). Contractingis something that the heartdoes by itself;6in describingthe heartas contracting,
one makesno commitmentsconcerningthe mechanisticcontextin which
this activityis embedded.It is an isolateddescription.In formingan isolated descriptionof some item'sactivity,one drawsan idealizeddividing
line at the spatialboundaryof the item and recognizesa limitednumber
of crucialinterfacesacrossthat otherwiseclosed boundary.An interface
may herebe understoodas a reasonablywell-definedand regularlocus of
contact or interactionwith objectsoutsideof that boundary(cf. Haugeland 1998,Ch. 9 and also Wimsatt1974;each ties his discussionto Simon
1969).
Typicallythere are many such interfacesbetweenan item and its environment,and often only someof the interfacesarerelevantto the item's
contributionto a contextual mechanism.The heart makes glub-blub
noises and generatesheat, but these are not relevantto the circulationof
the blood, even if they may be relevantto other containingmechanisms
mechanisms).The relevantinter(suchas diagnosticor thermoregulatory
faces betweenthe heartand the othercomponentsof the circulatorysystem lie at the spatialboundariesof the heartwith the incomingveins,the
outgoingarteries,and the blood coursingthroughthem all. Describedin
isolationfromits contextat those interfaces,the contributionof the heart
to the circulatorysystemis to contract;this is whatit does (alone)that (in
the rightcontext)contributesto the expulsionof blood, the circulationof
blood, and the distributionof oxygenand calories.
The distinctionbetweencontextualand isolateddescriptionsbringsout
an ambiguityin Cummins'unregimentedrenditionof his analysisof role
functions.He claimsthat "to ascribea functionto somethingis to ascribe
6. I am neglectingthe numerousinterfacesbetween the heart and the rest of the body
that are relevantto its contraction.As B-moviesattest, however,the heartcan continue
to contractin isolation from that context.
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a capacityto it thatis singledout by its rolein an analysisof somecapacity
of a containingsystem."(Culmmins1983,99) But this leavesit ambiguous
whetherthe function is the capacity,describedin isolation and simply
"pickedout" by its contextualrole, or, instead, the contextualrole by
virtueof which the capacityis pickedout. A completedescriptionof an
item'srole would describeeach of these. One can know an item'scontextual role without knowing the isolated activityby which the item plays
that role in a givencontext;and one can know an item'sisolatedactivity
withoutknowingwhat that isolatedactivitycontributesto a higher-level
mechanism.Thereis a difference,after all, betweenknowingthat spark
plugs producesparksand knowinghow that sparkingis situatedwithin
the complexmechanismsof an engine. In the formercase, we know the
sparkplugs'isolatedrole;in the latterwe describetheirrole contextually.
(For a relateddiscussionof the contextualaspectsof capacityascription,
see Glennan1997).
Isolated descriptionsof an X's 4-ing specifythe activityfor which a
lower-levelmechanismwill be sought and so fix the active, spatial,and
temporalboundariesof that mechanism(cf. Kauffman 1971; Glennan
1996). Isolated descriptions,that is, frame constitutivedescriptionsof
lower-levelmechanisms.Constitutivedescriptionscharacterizethe organizedactivities{a,, O,2..., ak} of entities{P,, P2, ..., Pj} thatinstantiate
the (-ing of X.
So it is possible to describean item's activity in three distinctways,
dependingon how one looks at it with respectto a hierarchyof mechanisms.Ignoringits context,one can describex's 4-ing in isolation.Looking down to lower-levelmechanisms,the activity is describedconstitutively.And lookingup to higher-levelmechanisms,the activityis described
contextually.
Bechtel(1986)has sketcheda similarpictureof theseinterlevelrelations.
He criticizesCumminsforfocusing"ononlya singlelevelin nature"instead
of three:one (B1)for "components";one (B2)for the "systemfunctioning
as an organizedwhole";and one (B3) for "the environmentin whichthe
system is either adaptiveor nonadaptive"(1986, 39; emphasisadded).7
Bechtelclaimsthat the thirdlevel, B3, "allowsone to integrateknowledge
from severallevels and thus providesa neededperspectivein developing
explanationsin the sciencesdealingwith suchsystems"(1986,42).
My pictureof theserelationshipsdiffersfromBechtel's(B1-B3)in that
(i) I do not reify these threedescriptionsas "levelsof nature"but as descriptiveperspectiveson a multilevelhierarchy,and (ii) I do not tie my
analysisto the "adaptiveness"of higher-levelactivities.
7. The way that I read both Cumminsand Bechtel, Cummins'account includesboth
B1 (X's 4-ing) and B2 (S's V-ing).
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Bechtel'simage blurs the distinctionbetweendescriptiveperspectives
and mechanisticlevels.Contextual,isolated,and constitutivedescriptions
of an item'sactivityare threedifferentperspectiveson that item'sactivity
in a hierarchicallyorganizedmechanism;they arenot levelsof nature.My
perspectivalapproachis representedgraphicallyin Figure2 as a relation1*2

_mm_

C

__
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I

----- ----.16-

--

--

Figure2. Contextual,isolated,and constitutiveperspectiveson an X's O-ing.The contextual perspectiverevealshow X's 4-ing fits into a higherlevel mechanismS's W-ing.The
isolatedperspectivedescribesX's 4-ing in termsof input-outputrelationshipsacrossinterfacesbetweenX andthe othercomponentsof S. Finally,theconstitutiveperspectiveprovides
a descriptionof the mechanismfor X's <)-ing.
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shipamongthreemechanisticlevels:one for S's w-ing,one for X's isolated
4<-ing,and one for the organizeda-ing of Ps. DescribingX's 4-ing contextuallyinvolvesdescribinghow X's 4<-ingfits into the organi7ationby
which S engagesin W.This involveslooking up (+ 1) a mechanisticlevel
and detailingX's contextualrole in a higher-levelmechanism.X's +-ing
can also be describedin isolationfrom its contextin S-that is, in terms
of the commerceacross its interfaceswith the other componentsin S.
Finally,X's 4<-ingcan be describedin termsof its constitutivemechanism.
This involves looking down (-1) a mechanisticlevel and detailingthe
organizedentitiesand activitiesthat constituteX's 4-ing.
Contextual,isolated,and constitutivedescriptionsshouldnot be taken
as divisionsin the furnitureof the world (as suggestedby Bechtel'sterm,
"levelsof nature").Instead,they are distinctperspectiveson an activity
in a hierarchicallyorganizedmechanism.As Lycan puts it, "see Nature
disas hierarchicallyorganizedin this way and the 'function/structure'
tinction goes relative:somethingis a role as opposed to an occupant,a
functionalstate as opposed to a realizer,or vice versa, only modulo a
designatedlevelof nature."(1990,78;cf. Churchlandand Sejnowski1992,
18-27) I would ratherput it like this: see the world as a mechanistichierarchy,and the distinctionbetweena contextualrole (+ 1), an isolated
activity(0), and its constitutivemechanism(-1) goes relativeto a perspectiveon an activityat a givenlevel in a mechanistichierarchy.
The seconddifferencebetweenBechtel'saccountof interlevelintegration and my own is that my account of mechanisticrole functionsdoes
not appeal to any sense of adaptivenessin an environment;instead it
appealsonly to rolesin contextualsystems.Thesecontextualsystemsmay
be adaptiveor destructive,and they neednot evenbe the kindsof systems
for which talk of adaptationis appropriate.Heart disease, high blood
pressure,cardiacarrhythmia,and arterialhardeningall havemechanisms
that span multiplelevels, and this three-tieredperspectiveis as usefulin
those contextsas in those that are adaptive.Descriptionsof hierarchical
mechanismsarealwaysdescriptionsof the mechanismsfor someW,where
W-ingis presumedto be somethingthat one wants to understand(build,
control,predict).That Win whichthe hierarchicalmechanism"tops off"
providesthe necessaryperspectivefrom which to "integrateknowledge
from differentmechanisticlevels,"(Bechtel1986,42), withoutnecessarily
beingadaptiveor maladaptive.
These two revisionsyield an interestinglydifferentapproachto interlevelintegrationin sciencesthatdescribemultilevelmechanisms.Thelevels
to be integratedare perspectivalmechanisticlevels.The threedescriptive
perspectivesconstitutea descriptivegoal in the integrationof levels in a
multilevelhierarchyof mechanisms.This goal might be put in the form
of a directive.An activity(4) is fully integratedinto a multilevelmecha-
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nism when (i) the activity has been fit into the organization of a higher
(+1) level mechanism, (ii) the isolated (0-level) activity has been adequately described, and (iii) the activity has been explained in terms of its
lower (-1) level mechanism. One understands how the heart or kidney
fits into the circulatory system to the extent that one knows how it is
organized into the circulatory system, one has characterized its activity in
isolation, and one knows the constitutive mechanism of that isolated activity. Integrating an item into a hierarchical mechanism involves elaborating and aligning these three kinds of description. In the process, one
shows how the organized ac-ingof Ps could constitute the isolated behavior
that is X's 4-ing, and shows how X's 4-ing is organized together with
other components in S such that S can W.One might express a quite general
integrative strategy in the discovery of mechanisms in a slogan: "Up for
roles, down for mechanisms" (This strategy might be added to those discussed in Darden 1991, Chs. 2 and 15).
So one reason that it is a scientific achievement to describe the mechanistic role of an item in a mechanism is that doing so is one way of integrating that component into a multilevel mechanistic hierarchy.
5. Contextual Explanation: A Third Aspect of CausallMechanical Explanation. A second reason that discovering a role is a scientific achievement
is that contextual role descriptions are explanatory. Consider Salmon's
general sketch of the nature of causalmechanical explanation (1984).
Salmon distinguishes his causalmechanical account of explanation from
Hempel's (1965) covering law model by noting that whereas Hempel's
explanations explain an event by showing that it fits into a nomic nexus,
causal mechanical explanations explain by showing how an event fits into
a causal nexus. Salmon's causal nexus is composed of causal processes
interacting with one another. On Salmon's causal/mechanical model, explaining an event (or type of event8) is a matter of situating that event
within this geometrical network of causal processes and interactions (perhaps supplemented by statistical relevance relations linking causal processes and interactions to the explanandum event).9

8. Salmon intends this image to work for both singularevents and generalregularities,
except that in the case of regularities,"we apply preciselythe same considerationsto
any volume of space-timethat is similarin relevantrespects.The relevantsimilarities
are given by the nature of the regularitythat we are trying to explain."(1984, 275) A
similarmove can accommodategeneralcontextualexplanationsas well.
9. Hitchcock (1995, 1996) has charged that Salmon's renditionof the causal nexus is
too austere to provide an adequatepicture of causal/mechanicalexplanation.Salmon
(1997) recommendsusing statisticalrelevancerelationsto augmentthe barrengeometrical structureof the causal nexus. This move is exploredin Craver(1998, Ch. 4).
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Salmonrecognizestwo waysof situatingan eventwithina causalnexus,
and he refersto these as two distinct"aspects"of causalmechanicalexplanation:an etiologicalaspect and a constitutiveaspect.These are depicted in Figure 3(a), modeledupon Salmon'sdiagram(1984, 275). The
etiological aspect of an explanation for some event "fill[s] in the causally

relevantprocessesandinteractionsthat occupythe pastlightcone"of that
event.(Salmon1984,275) Etiologicalexplanationsarebackwardlooking,
revealingthe relevantportionsof the causalnexusin the event'spast. We
providean etiologicalexplanationof why Johnis a victimof heartdisease
when we blame his smokingand diet and, perhaps,the mechanismsby
a)

PastLightCone

b)

0*

I

1

Figure 3. Constitutive, etiological, and contextual explanations. Figure 3(a) is modeled
upon Salmon (1984, 275) and exhibits the etiological and constitutive aspects mechanistic
explanation. Figure 3(b) superimposes the contextual aspect onto Salmon's diagram.
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which smoking and diet produce heart disease. The explanandum is an
event or a type of event and the explanans reveals the antecedent mechanisms by which the event occurred/occurs.
The constitutiveaspect of an explanation for some event, "lays bare the
causal structure" of the event by revealing "the internal causal mechanisms" that account for the event's "nature" (Salmon 1984, 275). Constitutive explanations describe, in the language of Section 4, the lower-level
mechanisms of X's (-ing. Constitutive explanations are inward looking
and downward looking, looking within the boundaries of X to determine
the lower level mechanisms by which it can (. The explanandum of a
constitutive explanation is the <-ing of an X, and the explanans is a description of the organized a-ing of Ps. Constitutive explanations explain
by showing how the 4-ing of X fits into the portion of the causal nexus
made up of the organized activities of X's component parts.
If one accepts Salmon's broad outline of causal/mechanical explanations (i.e., that they explain by showing how an item or event fits into a
nexus of causes), then there is a clear candidate for a third aspect or variety
of causalmechanical explanation. This is a contextual aspect or variety of
causalmechanical explanation, the details of which were discussed in Section 4. A contextual explanation explains an entity or activity by showing
what it is for, that is, how it fits into the organization of a higher-level
mechanism. Contextual explanations are superimposed on Salmon's two
aspects of causal/mechanical explanation in Figure 3(b). As the figure illustrates, contextual explanations explain X's <-ing by tracing out the
portion of a causal nexus to which X's (-ing contributes. Contextual explanations are characteristically outward looking and upward looking.
They are outward looking because they refer to components outside of X;
they are upward looking because they contextualize X within a higherlevel mechanism (S). Contextual explanations quite literally show how an
entity or activity fits into a mechanism.10So there are not two, but three
10. One might object to the fact that contextual explanationsfor some item include
referenceto componentsthat are at later stages in the mechanism,and hencethat come
after, or are the consequencesof, that item. Much of the worry about the legitimacyof
teleologicalexplanationhas traditionallybeen that (at least some kinds of) teleological
explanations posit an occult causal influence from later stages in the mechanismto
earlierstages of the mechanism.Causal/mechanicalexplanationsrespectthe asymmetry
of causation.Earlierstages produce,allow, or otherwiseinfluencelater stages,but later
stages, exceptingunobjectionablecases of feedback,cannot produceearlierstages.
There is no occult, later-to-earliercausal influencein contextualmechanisticexplanations. Contextualexplanationis typicallygiven against the presumedbackdropof a
contextual mechanism:either an etiological mechanismby which some particular(or
type of) end state comes about, or a constitutivemechanismby which some particular
(or type of) higher-levelactivity is carriedout. Examplesof contextualexplanationin
etiological mechanismsare familiarin the medical sciences(e.g., explainingthe role of
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differenttypes of causalmechanicalexplanationscorrespondingto three
distinctways of situatingan item into a nexusof mechanisms:etiological,
constitutive,and contextual.
Sinceany givenX or 4 maycontributeto the diverseV-ingsof anynumber of Ss, contextualexplanationsare ineliminablyperspectival.That is,
theyrelyupon sharedbackgroundassumptionsthat S can wor thattheying of S is important,significant,or relevant.This perspectivalfeatureof
rolefunctionshasbeentakenas a signof weakness.Learningthattheheart
pumpsblood seemsto explainwhat the heartis for in a way that learning
that the heartmakesglub-blubnoisesdoes not. But this weaknessreflects
insteada breakdownin the sharedbackgroundassumptionsrequiredfor
contextualexplanationto get hold. Eitherwe findit difficultto conjurethe
x-ing of an S to whichthe glub-blubnoisescontribute,or we findit difficult
to conjuresuchan S whosew-ingis important,significant,or relevant.The
idea that the heartis for makingglub-blubnoises only seemsabsurduntil
one is able to conjure(oftenwith some contortion)a suitablemechanistic
contextfor thoseglub-blubnoises(likea diagnosticmechanismor perhaps
the mechanismsof fetalauditorydevelopment;seeAmundsonand Lauder
1994).Thisperspectivalfeatureshouldnot be surprising;it is not uniqueto
contextualcausal/mechanical
explanations,but can also be found in constitutiveexplanations(as emphasizedby Kauffman1971)and etiological
explanations(as arguedby van Fraassen1980).
Walshand Ariew (1996)proposea taxonomyof sensesof "function"
based on the different"causal,""etiological,"and "teleological"explanatory uses to whichthat notion is put. The firsttwo of these (causaland
etiological)correspond,respectively,to constitutiveand etiologicalexplanations. The last, teleologicalexplanations,"explainthe prevalenceand
(or) persistenceof traittypesby citingtheircausalcontributionto average
fitnessof individuals"(513).LikeBechtel(1986),Walshand Ariewdo not
recognizethe possibilityof a contextualvariety of explanationthat is
broaderthan (though inclusiveof) teleologicalexplanation.What is reexplanation,that
quiredis a senseof "function,"and of causal/mechanical
is couched in terms of the contributionof an item to some higher-level
mechanism,irrespectiveof the contributionof that mechanismto fitness,
adaptation,or the good life. Walshand Ariewdo not recognizethe possibility of contextualexplanation,and I think this is becausethey have
cholesterolin heartattacks or a heartattack) and in historicalresearch(e.g., explaining
the role of Vesalius'De Fabricain Harvey'sdiscoveryof the circulationof the blood).
More importantly for the biological sciences, contextual explanations appear in descriptionsof constitutivemechanismssuch as the mechanismof the kidney'sfiltration
of the blood or the mechanismof the heart'scontraction.Thesecontextualexplanations
cite factors at later stages of the mechanism,but they do not cite them as productive
of X's b-ing.
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not paid sufficientattentionto the importancethe multilevelstructureof
mechanistictheoriesand causal/mechanical
explanations.Once this unilevel bias is corrected,the place for contextualexplanationis apparent
enough.
Hardcastle(1999)has taken some initialsteps towardsworkingout a
pragmaticsof functionalexplanationthat fits nicelywith the view of contextualexplanationthat I havebeendeveloping.Shecorrectlyemphasizes
that the choiceof a contextualmechanismor "goalstate,"for the highest
level mechanismdependson acceptedtheories,the researchcommunity,
the backgroundcontext of the research,and the biasesof individualscientists(1999, 39). But HardcastlecriticizesCumminson the groundsthat
(i) his analysisis restrictedto "howa systemactuallybehaves"and hence
"misdescribesthe functionsof malformedor brokenthings"and (ii) his
analysis"overlooksinterspeciesvariation"sinceevenminordifferencesin
containingsystemsentaildifferencesin functioneven if the partshavethe
samerole (describedat somedegreeof abstraction).(Hardcastle1999,3637) Mechanisticrole functionsmay seem to be especiallyvulnerableto
suchcriticisms,and so I close by suggestingsome ways aroundthemthat
are, in the end, consistentwith Hardcastle'spragmaticproject.
Thefirstobjectioncan be metby notingthatthe ascriptionof a function
to a malformedor brokenpart is derivativeupon a descriptionof how
that type of part (X) fits into a type of higher-levelmechanism(S). The
malformedand brokenpartcan be identifiedas an X by the typicalpropertiesand activitiesof Xs (withinwhichtheremay be considerablevariation even among properlyformedparts).Parts can be identifiedby, for
example,their size, shape, location, composition,and development,and
by theirdiversepropertiesand activities.Malformedpartswill not share
all of theseproperties,and if they sharetoo few they may becomeunrecognizableas Xs, but this is most often not the case. (More extensiveargumentsof this sort can be found in Amundsonand Lauder1994).The
mechanisticrole of the brokenpart only appearsagainstthe fixedbackdropof sharedassumptionsabouta typeof mechanismwithinwhichparts
of this type generally(or preferably)make importantcontributions.A
brokenkidney,for example,can still be identifiedby its position in the
torso, its connectionswith the renalvein and artery,its beingcomposed
of nephra, and its characteristicshape, color, and size. The kidney's
mechanisticrole is then identifiedagainstthe fixedbackdropof a description of the way the circulatorysystemgenerallyworks,or the way that it
preferablyworks,or the way that it worksin whatever(normalor pathological)mechanismthat we seek to understand.
Hardcastle'ssecondobjectionsimilarlypoints to the need for close attentionto the varyingdegreesof abstractionand generalityof biological
generalizations(seee.g., Schaffner1993;Darden1996)andto thefuzziness
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of biological kinds (see, e.g., Waters 1998). Even slight differencesin
mechanisticcontext entail differentmechanisticrole functions.But the
need to keep track of such differencesis not uniqueto contextualexplanations;the need also arises when we ask whethertwo events have the
sameetiologicalexplanationor when two eventshave the sameconstitutive explanation.Judgementsof "sameness"in these cases dependupon
an agreed-upontoleranceof diversityamongtokenswithintypes.For this
reason, talk of close or distant analogy, both among mechanismsand
amongmechanisticroles,is moreappropriatethantalk of "sameness"for
discussinginterspeciescomparisons.Both for roles and for mechanisms,
closenessof analogydependsupon the similarityof theircomponentsand
similarityin theiractive,spatial,and temporalorganization.
6. Conclusion.The discoveryof an item'smechanisticrole is considereda
first rate scientificachievement.This is becauserole ascriptionshelp to
integratethe levelsin multilevelhierarchiesandbecauselearningan item's
role providesa kind of understandingof that item-a contextualexplanation of how that item (or type of item)fits into a nexusof mechanisms.
Describingan item'smechanisticrole is a perspectivalaffair.This perspectivaltake on functionalascriptionshouldbe a reminderthat whatwe
take as functionaldescriptionscan be tingedin a very directway by our
interestsand biases (see e.g., Amundson2000; Gould 1981). Multilevel
mechanismsare framedrelativeto a sharedtopping off point. Perhaps
groundingfunctionaldescriptionin the detailsof mechanisticorganization
willprovidea set of criteriafor assessingtheprecisionandaccuracyof functionalascriptionsandwill perhapshelpto guardagainstempiricallyinadequate,vague,or overlyabstractfunctionalascriptions.In an ageof obesity
genes and humorcenters,any clarityconcerningthe processof assigning
mechanisticroles shouldbe a welcomecontribution.Here,I have triedto
sketcha frameworkwithinwhichthis clarificationcan take place.
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